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 Abstract 

 
In this paper the concept of symmetric balanced incomplete block 

designs was adopted to derive some designs.  
A theorem was proposed to aid in the derivations of these designs. 

Some of these designs were highlighted. 
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1.0   Introduction 

 
       Some of the combinatorial properties of incomplete block designs (IBD) were discussed in [1]. Now, consider a 

finite set of treatments, ψ  and a family { }Ibb ∈= αα ,  of the subset of ψ . The subsets sb 'α  are called the 

blocks, and the pair ( )b,ψ  is called the design on the set ψ . Let { }bbbk ∈= αα ,  be the block sizes for 

I∈α , where I  is the set of positive integers.  

 An incomplete block design (IBD) with ψ∈v  treatments each replicated r times in blocks of sizes k  is 

said to be balanced if  

(i) Each pair of treatments appears λ  times in the experiment and no one treatment appears more 

than once in each block L,2,1, =ααb  

(ii)  vk <  (iii) vrbk =  (iv) 
1

)1(

−
−=

v

krλ  (v) vkorvb <>  

The proofs of (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) and (v) are elaborately shown in [2], [3], [4], [5]. The balanced incomplete block 

design (BIBD), ( )b,ψ  that satisfies the conditions above has the parameters ( )λ,,,, krbv  and incidence matrix       
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where the rows represent treatments, the columns represent blocks, and 0or1=ijn  according as the ith treatment 

does or does not occur in the jth block. 
 
 
 
2.0 Symmetric BIBD 
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 According to [6], if every pair of treatments in a symmetric balanced incomplete block design occurs in λ  

blocks, then every two blocks of the design have λ  treatments in common. Therefore, b                          alanced 

incomplete block design is symmetric if kr =  or equivalently, vb = . 
 
 

One could derive some new designs with new parameters ( )***** ,,,, λkrbv  from symmetric BIBD 

such that ;1; ** −=−= bbrvv  ;* rr =  λλλ =−= ** and;kk . 

 Evidently, no two blocks of these new designs can have more than λ  treatments in common.  
2.1 Theorem  
Let { }vbb ,,2,1, L== αα  be a set of blocks in a symmetric BIBD such that ψ∈b , where ψ  is a finite set of 

treatments. For a given ,; 1 αα bb −  αα bbbb v −− ,,2 L  form a new design with parameters

( )λλ,,,1, −−− krbrv , where “–“ is termed block difference.  

Proof: For v,,2,1 L=α  we have the v  blocks vbbb ,,, 21 L . Each of the block differences 

ααα bbbbbb v −−− ,,, 21 L  has ( )1−v  blocks, and each treatment appears k  times in every block resulting to 

( )rv −  blocks left, since rk = . Also, each of the blocks vb ,,2,1, L=αα  has λ  treatments that are in 

common with ( )λ−k  treatments left. Hence, each of the block differences 

Ibbbbbb v ∈−−− αααα for,,,, 21 L  contains ( )λ−k  treatments.  

Thus, the new design has the parameters ( )***** ,,,, λkrbv  where ,* rvv −=  

λλ =−==−= **** ,,1 kkrrbb . 

 Now, by the theorem, new blocks for the new design are  

 
{ }vbbb ,,2,1,;, L=≠−=′ βαβααβα               (1.2) 

which are derived from the blocks αb  of symmetric BIBD with parameters ( )λ,,,, krbv . 

 
3.0 Statistical Experiment and Results  

 Consider an experiment with a finite set of treatments { ,,,,,,,, hgfedcba=ψ  

}onmlkji ,,,,,, such that each pair of treatments appears in every three blocks in the experiment.  

 The blocks 15,,2,1, L=ααb  for this experiment are obtained by combinatorial principles. That is  

{ }gfedcbab ,,,,,,1 =  
{ }nljhfdbb ,,,,,,2 =  
{ }olkifebb ,,,,,,3 =

 
{ }omkhgdbb ,,,,,,4 =  
{ }nmjigebb ,,,,,,5 =

 
{ }oljigdcb ,,,,,,6 =

 
{ }nmkifdcb ,,,,,,7 =

 
{ }onmlcbab ,,,,,,8 =

      (1.3a) 

{ }mlihedab ,,,,,,9 =
 

{ }onkjedab ,,,,,,10 =
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{ }onihgfab ,,,,,,11 =  
{ }omjhfecb ,,,,,,12 =  
{ }kjihcbab ,,,,,,13 =

      (1.3b) 

{ }mlkjgfab ,,,,,,14 =  
{ }nlkhgecb ,,,,,,15 =

 
The 15,,2,1, L=ααb  are the blocks of symmetric balanced incomplete block design with the parameters  

( )3,7,7,15,15 ===== λkrbv  

 We now obtain new designs by implementing (1.2) in (1.3a) and (1.3b) respectively. 
New Designs:  

1. BIBD (8, 14, 7, 4, 3) with blocks  

 { }nljhb ,,,1 =′
   

 { }olkib ,,,2 =′
 

 
{ }omkhb ,,,3 =′

 

 { }nmjib ,,,4 =′
 

 
{ }oljib ,,,5 =′

 

 
{ }nmkib ,,,6 =′

 

 
{ }onmlb ,,,7 =′

 

 
{ }mlihb ,,,8 =′

 

 
{ }onkjb ,,,9 =′

 

 
{ }onihb ,,,10 =′

 

 { }omjhb ,,,11 =′
 

 { }kjihb ,,,12 =′
 

 
{ }mlkjb ,,,13 =′

 

 { }nlkhb ,,,14 =′
 

2. BIBD (8, 14, 7, 4, 3) with blocks 

 { }omjfb ,,,1 =′
  

 { }mifdb ,,,2 =′
 

 
{ }ojidb ,,,3 =′

 

 { }ombab ,,,4 =′
 

 
{ }midab ,,,5 =′

 

 
{ }ojdab ,,,6 =′

 

 
{ }oifab ,,,7 =′

 

 
{ }mjfab ,,,8 =′

 

 
{ }jibab ,,,9 =′

 

 
{ }fdbab ,,,10 =′

 

 { }jfdbb ,,,11 =′
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 { }omdbb ,,,12 =′
 

 
{ }oifbb ,,,13 =′

 

 { }mjibb ,,,14 =′
 

3. BIBD (8, 14, 7, 4, 3) with blocks  

 { }gecab ,,,1 =′
  

 { }okieb ,,,2 =′
 

 
{ }omkgb ,,,3 =′

 

 { }migeb ,,,4 =′
 

 
{ }oigcb ,,,5 =′

 

 
{ }mkicb ,,,6 =′

 

 
{ }omcab ,,,7 =′

 

 
{ }mieab ,,,8 =′

 

 
{ }okeab ,,,9 =′

 

 
{ }oigab ,,,10 =′

 

 { }omecb ,,,11 =′
 

 { }kicab ,,,12 =′
 

 
{ }mkgab ,,,13 =′

 

 { }kgecb ,,,14 =′
 

 
4.0 Conclusion  
 
 Interestingly, these new designs are balanced incomplete block designs with the same configuration (8, 14, 

7, 4, 3) but different treatment placement in the bocks αb′ . In otherwords, treatment’s arrangement in the blocks of 

any of the design derived differ from one configuration to the other. The new designs are not symmetric. Similarly, 
other eleven new designs could be possibly obtained from (13a) and (1.3b)  by using (1.2). 
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